
Famous  Couple  Justin
Timberlake  and  Jessica  Biel
are  Expecting  Their  First
Celebrity Baby!

By Maggie Manfredi

JT and JB are going to be adding a plus one! According to
UsMagazine.com,  the  celebrity  gossip  has  been  confirmed:
Justin Timberlake and Jessica Biel are going to have their
first  celebrity  baby!  Of  the  famous  couple,  a  source
says,  “Right  now,  they  are  just  enjoying  the  news  for
themselves. They just want a happy baby.” Timberlake and Biel
are just another one of many celebrity couples expecting this
year, as the actress is joining the ranks of Blake Lively, Zoe
Saldana, and Kourtney Kardashian, who are all mommies-to-be. 

This  famous  couple  is  excited  to
welcome their first celebrity baby!
What  are  some  ways  to  educate
yourself about having a child?

Cupid’s Advice: 

There are plenty of ways to prep for a new baby, but here are
three tips on how to ready yourself before birth:

1. Read books: Read up, parents! If you are having any anxiety
about what it will be like, there is plenty of literature out
there. You can Google any pressing questions and hit up your
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local library for even more information.

Related  Link:  Nick  Lachey  and  Vanessa  Minnillo  Celebrate
Second Baby Shower

2. Get stuff: A baby isn’t just a baby. A baby is a crib,
diapers, clothes, food, and more. If you’re like this famous
couple and getting ready to welcome your first child, start
accumulating the things you need during pregnancy. That way,
you’ll be ready when you go into labor!

Related Link: Find Out Bette Midler’s Rules For a Successful
Hollywood Marriage

3. Ask for help: If you have the means, attend classes or
treat your mommy  friends to coffee and pick their brain. Find
ways to get your questions answered and learn new things!

What’s your best tip for preparing for a baby? Tell us in the
comments below!
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